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ECONOMY

Economic growth in Serbia was on a healthy level, mostly due to the achieved macroeconomic and financial stability, adopted economic

policy measures during the pandemic, which minimized the decline in GDP in 2020. However, looking ahead the high inflation and

tightening monetary policy will put the pressure on the Serbian economy. The National bank of Serbia continues to increase interest rates in

an attempt to restrain the historically high inflation. Namely, in September 2022, the NBS increased the key policy rate by 0.5 pp to 3.5%,

while in October the key rate was increased to the level of 4%. Since the beginning of the year, the key policy rate was increased by 300

bps. After peaking in August, when overall inflation stood at 13.2%, the inflation rate is projected to return to the target tolerance band in H1

2024, instead of H2 2023, as previously forecasted. In Q2 2022, GDP growth stood at 3.9%, with domestic demand remaining to be the

main source of growth, while Serbian economy is expected to grow by 3.5-4.5% this year. Slowdown in economic activity is expected by the

end of 2022 and at the beginning of 2023, due to the increasing tension related to the Ukraine conflict and increase in the prices of energy

and food.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

In the third quarter of 2022, two office schemes with a total area of nearly 12,000 sq m were completed, both class B+ office buildings.

Kennedy Offices is a part of mixed-use project, while the renowned local investor IMEL completed the first phase of its office complex

Green Escape in New Belgrade’s Block 51. In addition, Belgrade hopes to deliver over 200,000 sq m of new office space by the end of

2023. Part of this future supply already has end users. More specifically, over 30% of the stock under construction has already been

committed, while app. 15% is under negotiation or reserved.

When it comes to office demand, occupier’s confidence is still strong and has been reflected by the high absorption in Q3 2022,

accumulating to the total of 55,000 sq m. Over the first nine months of 2022, the take-up amounted to 170,000 sq m and is already

exceeding the total volume for 2021, demonstrating the dynamism in this property segment. Much of this quarter’s take-up change was due

to the increased interest for larger premises, recording 34 transactions totalling 1,000 sq m each and more, which is already higher than

entire 2021. The market for subletting has also become more common, as well as purchase of office premises. Namely, in the past two

years, as the market becomes more mature and a new trend emerges, the increasing demand in this segment was noted. Several office

buildings that offer modern office space for sale are currently under development, while numerous mixed-use projects also witness

development of office buildings within the complex. The most prominent projects are Bridge Plaza, Exing office building, Alco Business

Centre, Kennedy Offices, The One, Elixir Garden, etc.
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RENTS AND VACANCY

Although the asking rents are under

upward pressure due to significantly

increased inflation, rising

construction and fit-out costs, as

well as strong occupier demand,

they managed to stay at a similar

level of EUR 15-17/sq m/month for

Class A and EUR 11-13/sq m/month

for Class B. Vacancy further

dropped to the level of 3.29%

3.29 %
Vacancy rate Q3 2022
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7.50-8.50%
Prime office yields Q3 2022

Green Escape K3, Block 51, New Belgrade


